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Abstract

Although tabu search is one of the most effective meta-heuristics
for solving the job-shop scheduling problem (JSP), very little is known
about why this approach works so well and under what conditions it
excels. Our goal is to develop models of tabu search algorithms for
the JSP that answer these and other related research questions. We
previously demonstrated that the mean distance between random lo-
cal optima and the nearest optimal solution, denoted dlopt-opt, is highly
correlated with problem difficulty for a well-known tabu search al-
gorithm for the JSP introduced by Taillard. In this paper, we discuss
various shortcomings of the dlopt-opt model and develop new models of
problem difficulty that correct these deficiencies. We show that Tail-
lard’s algorithm can be modeled with exceptionally high fidelity using
a surprisingly simple Markov chain. The Markov model also enables
us to characterize the exact conditions under which different initial-
ization methods can be expected to improve performance. Finally, we
analyze the relationship between the Markov and dlopt-opt models.

Introduction

Taillard first demonstrated the effectiveness of tabu search algorithms for the job-shop
scheduling problem (JSP) in 1989 [9]. Since then, researchers have introduced numer-
ous improvements to Taillard’s original algorithm [2]. This effort has been rewarded:
tabu search algorithms are widely regarded as among the most effective approaches for
generating high-quality solutions to the JSP [5]. Yet, over the same time period, re-
searchers have made little progress in developing a theoretical understanding of these
algorithms. Specifically, little is known about why tabu search is so effective for the
JSP and under what conditions we can expect such strong performance.

To gain insight into the behavior of tabu search algorithms for the JSP, we recently
performed an extensive analysis of the relationship between various features of the
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fitness landscape (i.e., the underlying search space) and search cost for Taillard’s al-
gorithm [13, 12]. Our initial findings were largely negative: many features that are
widely believed to influence problem difficulty, such as the number of optimal solu-
tions, the backbone size (i.e., the number of solution attributes with identical values
in all optimal solutions), fitness-distance correlation, and the mean distance between
random local optima are in fact only weakly correlated with search cost. Drawing
from research on problem difficulty for local search in MAX-SAT (the optimization
formulation of the Boolean Satisfiability decision problem), we showed that the mean
distance between random local optima and the nearest optimal solution, which we de-
note dlopt-opt, is highly correlated with the cost required by Taillard’s algorithm to locate
optimal solutions to the JSP. We also demonstrated that dlopt-opt accounts for much of
both the variability in the difficulty of locating sub-optimal solutions and differences in
the relative difficulty of square (n/m = 1) versus rectangular (n/m > 1) JSPs.

The dlopt-opt model also has several shortcomings [13]. First, the model was de-
veloped and validated using small problem instances, leaving open the question of
scalability. Second, despite good overall accuracy, model errors frequently exceed 1/2
an order of magnitude in search cost, and the model is least accurate for the most dif-
ficult problem instances. Third, the model provides no direct insight into the dynamic
behavior of the underlying search process: it is unclear why dlopt-opt should be so highly
correlated with search cost.

In this paper, we correct these deficiencies by introducing a dynamic model of
problem difficulty that is based on an analysis of the run-time behavior of Taillard’s
algorithm. In doing so, we make the following contributions toward a theoretical un-
derstanding of tabu search algorithms for the JSP:

1. The accuracy of the dlopt-opt model can be significantly improved by considering
the set of solutions visited by Taillard’s algorithm during search.

2. Taillard’s algorithm can be modeled with exceptionally high fidelity using a sur-
prisingly simple Markov chain whose states represent both the current distance
from the nearest optimal solution and the current search gradient, i.e., whether
search is progressing toward or away from the nearest optimal solution. The
Markov model accounts for nearly all of the variability in the cost required to
locate optimal solutions to both small (6× 4, 6× 6) and large (10× 10) random
JSPs. The model also provides insight into the exact conditions under which
different initialization methods can be expected to improve performance.

3. We identify a relationship between the Markov and dlopt-opt models, which en-
ables us to account for why dlopt-opt is so highly correlated with search cost.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 1, we summa-
rize the key features of Taillard’s algorithm and discuss our experimental methodology.
We summarize the key features of the dlopt-opt model in Section 2 and discuss several
deficiencies of the model. In Section 3, we show that the mean distance between so-
lutions visited during search and the nearest optimal solution is more highly correlated
with search cost than dlopt-opt. We develop a dynamic Markov model of the behavior
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of Taillard’s algorithm in Section 4 and use the resulting model to explore the condi-
tions under which heuristic initialization can be expected to improve performance in
Section 5. We conclude by discussing the implications of our results in Section 6.

1 Problem, Algorithm, and Methodology

We consider the well-known n × m static JSP [2] in which n jobs must be processed
exactly once on each of m machines. Each job i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is routed through each
of the m machines in a pre-defined order πi, where πi(j) denotes the jth machine
(1 ≤ j ≤ m) in the routing order. The processing of job i on machine πi(j) is denoted
oij and is called an operation. An operation oij must be processed on machine πi(j) for
an integral duration τij ≥ 0. Once processing is initiated, an operation cannot be pre-
empted, and concurrency is not allowed. For 2 ≤ j ≤ m, oij cannot initiate processing
until oij−1 has completed. The scheduling objective is makespan minimization, i.e., to
minimize the maximum completion time of the last operation of any job.

An instance of the n × m JSP is defined by the set of nm operation durations τij
and n job routing orders πi. We define a random JSP as an instance generated by
(1) sampling the τij independently and uniformly from a fixed-width interval and (2)
constructing the πi from random permutations of the integers [1..m]. Most well-known
JSP benchmark instances (available from the OR Library – www.ms.ic.ac.uk/info.html)
are random JSPs; exceptions include instances such as swv11-15 in which the πi are
more constrained (e.g., they possess workflow or flowshop partitions).

Our analysis is based on a tabu search algorithm for the JSP introduced by Taillard
[9, 10], which we denote TSTaillard. We observe that TSTaillard is not the best available
tabu search algorithm for the JSP: the algorithms of Nowicki and Smutnicki [8] and
Barnes and Chambers [3] provide stronger overall performance. We chose TSTaillard
because it is particularly amenable to analysis (for reasons discussed below) and serves
as a basis for more advanced algorithms. Relative to TSTaillard, state-of-the-art tabu
search algorithms for the JSP employ more effective move operators and frequently
re-intensify search around high-quality solutions. Instead of tackling state-of-the-art
algorithms, our (pragmatic) approach is to first develop models of a basic algorithm
(TSTaillard) and to subsequently extend this model to account for algorithmic features
found in state-of-the-art algorithms.

TSTaillard is a relatively straightforward implementation of tabu search and is based
on the well-known N1 move operator introduced by van Laarhoven et al. [11]. The
neighborhood of a solution s under N1 consists of the set of solutions obtained by
inverting the order of a pair of adjacent critical operations on the same machine. Tail-
lard’s original papers [9, 10] provide a detailed description of TSTaillard. A key feature
of TSTaillard is the dynamic tabu tenure, which is periodically and uniformly re-sampled
from a fixed-width interval [Lmin, Lmax]. The combination of a dynamic tabu tenure
(which prevents cycling) and the N1 move operator (which guarantees that a path ex-
ists from an arbitrary solution to some optimal solution – see [11]) endows TSTaillard
with a key property: for reasonable values of Lmin and Lmax, the algorithm is (at least
empirically) guaranteed to eventually locate an optimal solution (see our discussion in
[13]).
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Our results are based on our own implementation of TSTaillard, which deviates from
Taillard’s original algorithm in three respects. First, instead of initiating search from
a lexicographic solution (constructed by scheduling the jobs in index order), we use
a local optimum generated by applying steepest-descent (under the N1 operator) to a
random semi-active solution [7]; we investigate alternate initialization methods in Sec-
tion 5. Second, we compute the makespan of neighboring solutions exactly; Taillard’s
original algorithm employed an estimation scheme. Third, we do not use the long-term
frequency-based memory mechanism introduced by Taillard. Our modifications en-
able us to control for any possible impact of these mechanisms on the development of
accurate behavioral models of TSTaillard.

The key behavior of interest when analyzing TSTaillard is the cost required to lo-
cate optimal solutions to problem instances. For individual trials, this cost is naturally
defined as the number of iterations c required to locate an optimal solution. Because
TSTaillard is stochastic (due to the choice of initial solution, random tie-breaking when
multiple “best” moves are available, and the tabu tenure), search cost is in fact a ran-
dom variable with an approximately exponential distribution [10]. Consequently, we
run 1, 000 independent trials of TSTaillard for a given instance, and define search cost as
either the mean (c) or median (cQ2) number of iterations required to locate an optimal
solution, depending on the context (estimates of cQ2 are less sensitive to extreme values
and are used when possible).

As in our previous research [13], we develop and validate our models of TSTaillard
using sets of 6 × 4 and 6 × 6 random JSPs containing 1,000 instances each, with the
τij uniformly sampled from the interval [1, 99]. Additionally, due to recent advances
in computing power, we are now able to assess model scalability using a set of one
hundred 10 × 10 random JSPs (also generated by sampling the τij uniformly from
the interval [1, 99]). We also consider the following well-known 10 × 10 random JSP
benchmark instances: la16-la20 and abz5-abz6. We ignore several other well-
known instances (e.g., Fisher and Thompson’s infamous 10× 10 instance and orb01-
orb10) because the job routing orders are far more structured than that of a typical
random JSP. We are unable to consider larger rectangular problem instances (i.e., in-
stances with n � m) due to the large number of optimal solutions. For experiments
involving our 6 × 4 and 6 × 6 problem sets, we set the Lmin and Lmax parameters of
TSTaillard to 6 and 14, respectively; for our 10 × 10 problem set, we let Lmin = 8 and
Lmin = 14. The models we develop are functions of the set of all optimal solutions to a
given problem instance. We use Beck and Fox’s [1] constraint programming algorithm
to both compute the optimal makespan and to enumerate the set of optimal solutions
for our test instances. Our models are also based on the notion of distance between
pairs of solutions, which we take as the well-known disjunctive graph distance see
[7]. Informally, the disjunctive graph distance between two solutions is the number of
differences in the relative order of distinct pairs of operations on the same machine.

2 A Summary and Critique of Prior Results

Previously, we analyzed the relationship between various fitness landscape features
and problem difficulty for TSTaillard [13, 12]. We used regression methods to develop
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statistical models relating one or more of these features to the cost log10(cQ2) required
to locate optimal solutions to 6 × 4 and 6 × 6 random JSPs. Because they are based
on static (i.e., independent of meta-heuristic) features of the fitness landscape, we refer
to these models as static cost models. The accuracy of a static cost model can be
quantified as the model r2, i.e., the proportion of the total variability in search cost
accounted for by the model. We found that the accuracy of static cost models based on
well-known features such as the number of optimal solutions, the backbone size, and
the average distance between random local optima is only weak-to-moderate, with r2

ranging from 0.22 to 0.53.
Drawing from research on problem difficulty for local search in MAX-SAT, we

demonstrated that a static cost model based on the mean distance between random
local optima and the nearest optimal solution, which we denote dlopt-opt, is significantly
more accurate, yielding r2 values of 0.8260 and 0.6541 for 6 × 4 and 6 × 6 random
JSPs, respectively. The dlopt-opt model is a descriptive model indicating that search
cost is largely an exponential function of the total distance that must be traversed, i.e.,
between the initial (random) solution and the nearest optimal solution. For illustrative
purposes, we provide a scatter-plot of dlopt-opt versus cQ2 in the left side of Figure 1 for
6 × 6 random JSPs. The actual cQ2 are typically within an order of magnitude of the
predicted cQ2; in a few exceptional cases, the error can reach two orders of magnitude.
Additionally, we showed that dlopt-opt accounts for most of the variability in the cost
required to locate sub-optimal solutions to these same problem instances (providing
an explanation for the existence of cliffs in the search cost at particular offsets from
the optimal makespan) and differences in the relative difficulty of square (n/m = 1)
versus rectangular (n/m > 1) problem instances.

We also identified several deficiencies of the dlopt-opt model. First, as shown in the
left side of Figure 1, there is evidence that model accuracy is inversely proportional
to dlopt-opt, i.e., the magnitude of the average residual at a particular value of dlopt-opt

is proportional to dlopt-opt. Of particular concern is the fact that the model is least
accurate for the most difficult problem instances. Second, the model fails to account
for a non-trivial proportion (≈ 1/3) of the variability in problem difficulty for the
6 × 6 instances. Third, the differences in accuracy observed for the 6 × 4 and 6 × 6
instances raises concerns regarding scalability of the model to larger, more realistically
sized problem instances. Fourth, and perhaps most importantly, the model provides
little direct insight as to why the mean distance between random local optima and the
nearest optimal solution should be so highly correlated with search cost.

To assess the scalability of the dlopt-opt model, we computed dlopt-opt for the 92 in-
stances of our 10 × 10 problem set with ≤ 50 million optimal solutions; the computa-
tional costs are currently prohibitive for the remaining 8 instances. For each instance,
we use 5,000 random local optima (generated by applying steepest-descent to random
semi-active solutions) to estimate dlopt-opt. We show a scatter-plot of dlopt-opt versus cQ2

for these instances in the right side of Figure 1. The r2 value for the corresponding
regression model is 0.4598, a 33% decrease in model accuracy relative to the 6 × 6
problem set. This result clearly demonstrates the failure of the dlopt-opt to scale to larger
problem instances.

One obvious extension to our research would involve the development and analysis
of more complex static cost models, e.g., those based on multiple features or features
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Figure 1: Scatter-plots of dlopt-opt versus cQ2 for 6 × 6 (left figure) and 10 × 10 (right
figure) random JSPs; the least-squares fit lines are super-imposed.

that capture more detail of the fitness landscape. However, we found in pilot experi-
ments that more complex models appear to yield at best only marginal (less than 5%)
improvements in model accuracy. This result is consistent with our intuition: static
cost models explicitly ignore the dynamic behavior of TSTaillard. To develop truly ac-
curate (i.e., r2 ≥ 0.9) cost models, we thought it necessary to account for the dynamic
behavior of the algorithm under consideration. We now explicitly test this hypothesis,
by developing both simple (Section 3) and complex (Section 4) cost models that are
functions of the set of solutions visited by TSTaillard during search.

3 The Impact of Search Bias

Attractor basins of local optima in the JSP are surprisingly weak: they can be escaped
with high probability by accepting one or two dis-improving moves and re-initiating
greedy descent [12]. Thus, search under TSTaillard is generally restricted to the sub-
space of solutions containing both local optima and solutions very close (in terms of
distance) to local optima. The intuition behind dlopt-opt is that it represents the effective
size of this sub-space (by taking into account the number of optimal solutions) and as
a consequence is highly correlated with search cost. However, the deficiencies of the
dlopt-opt static cost model (specifically, the lack of scalability) suggest that either (1)
dlopt-opt is not an entirely accurate indicator of the size of the local optima sub-space or
(2) the size of the local optima sub-space is not completely indicative of search cost.
We now focus on the first alternative, by developing a more accurate measure of the
size of the local optima sub-space.

The dlopt-opt measure is a function of the distribution of the distance between random
local optima and the nearest optimal solution (dopt). Consider instead the distribution
of dopt for solutions visited by TSTaillard during search. Both distributions are typically
Gaussian-like, although we have observed skewed distributions both with and without
heavy tails. We provide examples of these distributions for two 10 × 10 instances
in Figure 2. Although the two distributions are often identical (especially in 6 × 4
instances and to a lesser extent in 6× 6 instances), they can also possess very different
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Figure 2: Histograms of the distance to the nearest optimal solution (dopt) for (a)
100,000 random local optima and (b) 100,000 solutions generated by TSTaillard for
two 10 × 10 random JSPs.

means and variances, as shown in the right side of Figure 2. Further, we commonly
observe such discrepancies in our 10× 10 instances – the same instances for which the
dlopt-opt model is least accurate.

These observations led us to conjecture that the mean dopt for solutions visited dur-
ing search, which we denote dtabu-opt, may be a more accurate indicator of the size of the
local optima sub-space than dlopt-opt. For a given instance, we compute dtabu-opt using
a set of 100,000 solutions visited by TSTaillard over a variable number of independent
trials. Each trial is initiated from a random local optimum and terminated once an opti-
mal solution is located; we impose the termination criterion because there exist optimal
solutions from which no moves are possible under the N1 operator [8]. We terminate
the entire process, including the current trial, once we obtain 100,000 samples.

Regression models of dtabu-opt versus log10(cQ2) yielded r2 values of 0.8441 for
our 6 × 4 instances and 0.7808 for our 6 × 6 instances; this corresponds to roughly
4% and 20% increases in accuracy over that of the dlopt-opt model, respectively. The
scatter-plot for the 6 × 6 instances is shown in the left side of Figure 3. In either case,
the absolute accuracy is remarkably high. The variable impact on accuracy is due to
frequency of instances in which the distributions of dopt for random local optima and
solutions visited during search are dissimilar. The actual cQ2 typically deviate from the
predicted cQ2 by no more than 1/2 an order of magnitude, and we observe fewer and
less extreme high-residual instances than under the dlopt-opt model. Finally, although
beyond the scope of this paper, the dtabu-opt model provides similar improvements in
the ability to predict the cost of locating sub-optimal solutions to these same problem
instances.

We next assess the accuracy of the dtabu-opt model on the set of forty-two 10 × 10
instances with ≤ 100,000 optimal solutions; the computation of dtabu-opt is prohibitively
expensive for the remaining instances. Given the relatively poor correlation between
the number of optimal solutions and search cost [13], our selection criterion does not
lead to a clean distinction between easy and hard problem instances; the hardest in-
stance in our 10 × 10 problem set has approximately 1.5 million optimal solutions.
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Figure 3: Scatter-plots of dtabu-opt versus search cost (cQ2) for 6 × 6 (left figure) and
10× 10 (right figure) random JSPs; the least-squares fit lines are super-imposed.

However, on average, instances with ≤ 100,000 optimal solutions are generally more
difficult, with a median cQ2 of 65,710, versus 13,291 for instances with more than
100,000 optimal solutions.

A regression model of dtabu-opt versus log10(cQ2) for these 10×10 instances yielded
an r2 value of 0.6641; we show the corresponding scatter-plot in the right side of
Figure 3. The resulting r2 represents an approximately 41% increase in accuracy over
the dlopt-opt model. The model residuals typically vary from between 1/2 and 1 order of
magnitude, leaving a moderate proportion of the variability in search cost unexplained.
The difference in model r2 between the 6 × 6 and 10 × 10 problem sets is only ≈
0.14. We have also annotated the scatter-plot with data for five of the seven 10 ×
10 random JSPs found in the OR Library; both la16 and la17 have approximately
6.8 and 11.8 million optimal solutions, respectively, making computation of dtabu-opt

prohibitive. The abz5 and la19 instances are known to be significantly more difficult
than their respective counterparts (i.e., abz6, la18, and la20) for numerous local
search algorithms [5], which is consistent given the observed differences in dtabu-opt.

Our results clearly demonstrate that the mean distance between solutions visited
during search and the nearest optimal solution (dtabu-opt) is highly correlated with the
cost required by Taillard’s algorithm to locate optimal solutions to random JSPs. How-
ever, two key issues remain. First, as shown by the difference in r2 obtained for the
6 × 6 and 10 × 10 instances, there is still some evidence that the dtabu-opt model may
fail to scale to even larger problem instances. Second, as was the case with dlopt-opt, it
is unclear why dtabu-opt is so highly correlated with search cost. To address these issues,
we now examine the dynamic behavior of TSTaillard in more detail.

4 A Dynamic Cost Model of Tabu Search

The dynamic behavior of memoryless local search algorithms (e.g., simulated anneal-
ing or iterated local search) can, at least in principle, be modeled using Markov chains:
the set of feasible solutions is known and the transition probabilities between neigh-
boring solutions can be computed. Although exact, such models require an exponential
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number of states for most interesting (i.e., NP -hard) problems and therefore provide
little insight into the qualitative nature of the search process. The challenge is to de-
velop lumped models, in which large numbers of solutions are grouped into individual
states, yielding more tractable and consequently understandable Markov chains. A
similar approach is possible when modeling tabu search, although we must addition-
ally embed the contents of short-term memory into the state definition. We then face
two questions: “What criterion do we use to aggregate solutions?” and “How do we
model short-term memory?”.

Given the objective of makespan minimization, we aggregate solutions based on
their distance to the nearest optimal solution. To model the impact of short-term mem-
ory, we analyze how search progresses in terms of consistent trends either toward or
away from the nearest optimal solution. In Figure 4, we show a time-series of the
distance to the nearest optimal solution for a random walk (left figure) and TSTaillard
(right figure) for a 10 × 10 random JSP; these particular time-series were selected to
yield figures with identical ranges in the distance to the nearest optimal solution. As
expected, the random walk exhibits minimal trending behavior. In contrast, TSTaillard
exhibits distinct trending behavior, often maintaining the current search gradient for
extended periods of time. Similar results hold in a limited sampling of our 6×4, 6×6,
and 10 × 10 instances. This suggests that TSTaillard’s short-term memory mechanism
influences the search process simply by consistently biasing search either toward or
away from the nearest optimal solution.

Given strong trending behavior, we define a state Si,grad in our Markov model as a
pair representing (1) the set of solutions distance i from the nearest optimal solution and
(2) the current search gradient grad. We define grad as the difference in dopt for solutions
from the current and immediately preceding iteration of TSTaillard. Although grad ∈
{−1, 0, 1}, for clarity we denote these numeric values symbolically by closer, equal,
and farther, respectively. In effect, we are modeling the impact of short-term memory
as a single scalar (grad) and embedding this scalar into the state definition. Given a
maximum possible distance of D from a solution to the nearest optimal solution, our
Markov model consists of exactly 3 · (D + 1) states (the “+1” state represents the set
of optimal solutions).

Next, we specify the transition probabilities between pairs of states Si,grad′ and
Sj,grad in our model. Let the conditional probability P (Si,grad′ |Sj,grad) denote the
probability of simultaneously altering the search gradient from grad to grad′ and moving
from a solution at distance j from the nearest optimal solution to a solution at distance
i away from the nearest optimal solution. The majority of these probabilities obviously
equal 0: specifically, for any pair of states Si,grad′ and Sj,grad with |i− j| > 1, or when
simultaneous changes in both gradient and distance to the nearest optimal solution are
logically impossible, such as from state Si,closer to state Si+1,closer. For each i such that
1 ≤ i ≤ D, exactly 9 non-zero transition probabilities are possible:

• P (Si−1,closer|Si,closer), P (Si,equal|Si,closer), and P (Si+1,farther|Si,closer)

• P (Si−1,closer|Si,equal), P (Si,equal|Si,equal), and P (Si+1,farther|Si,equal)

• P (Si−1,closer|Si,farther), P (Si,equal|Si,farther), and P (Si+1,farther|Si,farther)

The set of transition probabilities is also subject to the total-probability constraints:
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Figure 4: Time-series of the distance to the nearest optimal solution for the solutions
visited by a random walk (left figure) and TSTaillard (right figure) for a typical 10 × 10
random JSP.

• P (Si−1,closer|Si,closer) + P (Si,equal|Si,closer) + P (Si+1,farther|Si,closer) = 1.0

• P (Si−1,closer|Si,equal) + P (Si,equal|Si,equal) + P (Si+1,farther|Si,equal) = 1.0

• P (Si−1,closer|Si,farther) + P (Si,equal|Si,farther) + P (Si+1,farther|Si,farther) = 1.0

To complete our Markov model, we impose a reflective barrier at i = D and an ab-
sorbing state at i = 0 by imposing the constraints P (SD+1,farther|SD,farther) = 0 and
P (S0,equal|S0,equal) = 1, respectively.

We estimate the set of transition probabilities for a given problem instance by an-
alyzing the set of solutions visited by TSTaillard over a large number of independent
trials. At each iteration k ≥ 1 of each trial, we compute (1) the distance j from the
current solution s to the nearest optimal solution and (2) the current search gradient
grad, which is a function of solutions encountered in both the current (kth) and pre-
vious (k − 1th) iterations. Given the neighbor s′ of s selected for the next (k + 1th)
iteration, we then compute (3) the distance i from s′ to the nearest optimal solution and
(4) the search gradient grad′ given the solutions s′ and s. We denote the total number of
occurrences of state Sj,grad by #(Sj,grad) and the total number of occurrences of a suc-
cessor state Si,grad′ given a current state Sj,grad by #(Si,grad′ |Sj,grad); both quantities
are tracked over all iterations of all trials. We execute TSTaillard until #(Si,closer) ≥ 50
for 1 ≤ i ≤ rint(dlopt-opt). Individual trials are initiated from random local optima
and terminated once an optimal solution is located; the rint function returns the inte-
ger nearest the input, rounding up when the fractional component equals 0.5. Because
TSTaillard is empirically guaranteed to eventually locate an optimal solution and there
is a non-zero probability of initiating a trial from a random local optimum that is dis-
tance i ≥ rint(dlopt-opt) from the nearest optimal solution, the termination criterion will
eventually be satisfied as the number of trials approaches ∞.

We compute estimates of the transition probabilities using the obvious formulas,
e.g., P (Si−1,closer|Si,closer) = #(Si−1,closer|Si,closer)/#(Si,closer). For i > rint(dlopt-opt),
#(Si,closer) ≥ 50 is relatively common. Consequently, we take D = X − 1 where X
is the minimal value satisfying #(SX,closer) < 50. Empirically, omitting states Si,grad
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Figure 5: The transition probabilities for moving closer to (left figure) or farther from
(right figure) the nearest optimal solution under TSTaillard for a typical 10× 10 random
JSP.

with i � dlopt-opt has negligible impact on model accuracy. Estimates of the transi-
tion probabilities are largely insensitive to both the random initial local optima and the
sequence of solutions visited during individual trials, i.e., the statistics appear to be
isotropic.

In Figure 5, we show the estimated probabilities of moving closer to (left figure)
or farther from (right figure) the nearest optimal solution for a typical 10× 10 random
JSP; the probability of maintaining an equal search gradient is negligible (p < 0.1) for
all i. We observe qualitatively similar results for all of our test instances. These results
indicate that tabu search in the JSP can be viewed as a diffusion process with a central
restoring force – the probability of moving closer to (farther from) the nearest optimal
solution is proportional (inversely proportional) to the current distance from the nearest
optimal solution. In other words, there is pressure toward solutions that are equi-distant
from the nearest optimal solution and solutions that are maximally distant from the
nearest optimal solution, which is consistent with the Gaussian-like histograms of dopt

observed for TSTaillard (as shown in Figure 2). The impact of short-term memory is
also evident, in that the probability of continuing to move along the current gradient is
very strong and exceeds 0.5 independently of i for nearly all problem instances. This
bias accounts for the strong trending behavior observed in the time-series of dopt for
TSTaillard, as shown in the right side of Figure 4. Finally, in contrast to the transition
probabilities under a random walk, as i → 0 the probability of continuing to move
closer to the optimal solution actually rises, typically approaching 1 at some i ≥ 5.

To validate our Markov model, we compare the predicted versus actual mean search
cost c for our 6×4, 6×6, and 10×10 problem sets. For a given instance, we estimate the
predicted c by repeatedly simulating the Markov chain defined by D, the set of states
Si,grad, and the estimated transition probabilities P (Si,grad′ |Sj,grad). Let vi denote
the mean number of iterations (with statistics taken over 10, 000 samples) required to
achieve a state S0,closer given an initial state Si,X. We set the initial value of X to equal
either closer or farther with equal probability, given that the probability of maintaining
an equal search gradient is negligible. Let δ = rint(dlopt-opt). We define the predicted
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Figure 6: Scatter-plots of the observed versus predicted mean cost (c) to locate an
optimal solution under TSTaillard for 6×6 (left figure) and 10×10 (right figure) random
JSPs; the least-squares fit lines are super-imposed.

mean search cost (c) as vδ , i.e., search is initiated from solutions that are, on average,
roughly distance dlopt-opt from the nearest optimal solution.

For our 6 × 4 and 6 × 6 instances, log10-log10 regression models of the predicted
versus actual c yielded r2 values of 0.9941 and 0.9939, respectively; we show the
corresponding scatter-plot for the 6 × 6 instances in the left side of Figure 6. Model
accuracy is exceptionally high in both problem sets, and for all instances the predicted
c is within a factor of 2 of the actual c. To assess the scalability of our Markov model,
we consider the subset of forty-two 10 × 10 instances with ≤ 100, 000 optimal solu-
tions; the estimation of the transition probabilities is computationally prohibitive for
the remaining instances. For these instances, a log10-log10 regression model of the
predicted versus actual c yielded an r2 value of 0.9877. We show the corresponding
scatter-plot in the right side of Figure 6, which additionally includes the results for the
benchmark instances la18-la20 and abz5-abz6. These results clearly demonstrate
that the behavior of Taillard’s algorithm can be modeled with high fidelity as a simple
one-dimensional random walk. In contrast to both the dlopt-opt and dtabu-opt models, the
Markov model appears scalable. Finally, we note that our Markov model is equally
successful in accounting for the variability in the cost of locating sub-optimal solutions
to these same problem instances.

4.1 The Relationship Between the Models

In hindsight, the success of the dlopt-opt model was due to the fact that dlopt-opt and
dtabu-opt are highly correlated for small problem instances. What remains is to estab-
lish a link between the dtabu-opt model and the Markov model. As previously noted,
the qualitative forms of the estimated transition probabilities (e.g., see Figure 5) are
identical for all of the problem instances we examined. Any major differences are due
to variability in D, which (like dtabu-opt) can be viewed as a measure of the size of the
local optima sub-space. We also observe that these transition probabilities are roughly
symmetric around D/2 and that search in TSTaillard is necessarily biased toward solu-
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tions that are approximately distance D/2 from the nearest optimal solution. But the
latter quantity is essentially equivalent to dtabu-opt, and consequently dtabu-opt ≈ D/2.
Thus, we believe the success of the dtabu-opt model is due to the fact that it estimates a
key parameter (D) of the Markov model.

5 The Impact of Initialization Method on Performance

Our models of TSTaillard are based on the assumption that search is initiated from a
random local optimum. But can our models yield any insight into the impact of heuris-
tic initialization on algorithm performance? Although researchers generally agree that
high-quality initial solutions can improve the performance of tabu search algorithms
(e.g., see [6]), the exact conditions under which improvements can be achieved, and
the expected degree of improvement, are poorly understood. In this section, we ex-
plore a particular aspect of this broader issue: What impact do different initialization
methods, both heuristic and random, have on the cost required by TSTaillard to locate
optimal solutions to problem instances?

To validate our Markov model, we only computed vδ : the mean number of iter-
ations required to locate an optimal solution, given a starting point that is (modulo
rounding) distance dlopt-opt from the nearest optimal solution. But what does our model
predict if search is initiated from a solution that is either closer to or farther from the
nearest optimal solution than δ? In Figure 7, we show plots of the predicted costs vi

over the full range of i for a 6 × 6 (left figure) and 10 × 10 (right figure) random JSP.
For the 6 × 6 instance, search cost rises rapidly between i = 3 and i = 10, but only
gradually increases once i > 10. In contrast, search cost for the 10 × 10 instance
rises rapidly between i = 2 and i ≈ 15, but is roughly constant (modulo the sampling
noise) once i > 15. Even when i = 2, our model predicts that search cost is still
significant: if the initial search gradient is not closer, search is driven toward solutions
that are distant from the nearest optimal solution and any benefit of a favorable initial
position is lost. We observed qualitatively identical behavior in a large sampling of our
problem instances: for easy (hard) instances, the approach toward an asymptotic value
as i → D is gradual (rapid).

Our Markov model predicts that the distance to the nearest optimal solution, and
not the fitness, dictates the benefit of a particular initialization method. The distinc-
tion is especially key in the random JSP, where fitness-distance correlation is known
to be comparatively weak [12]. In particular, our model predicts that an initialization
method will at best have a minimal impact on search cost unless the resulting solutions
are very close to the nearest optimal solution. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the
performance of TSTaillard using a variety of heuristic and random initialization methods.
Following Jain et al. [6], we consider the following set of high-quality priority dispatch
rules (PDRs), used in conjunction with Giffler and Thompson’s procedure for generat-
ing active schedules [4]: FCFS (First-Come, First-Serve), LRM (Longest ReMaining
work), MWKR (Most WorK Remaining), and SPT (Shortest Processing Time). We ad-
ditionally considered both active and non-delay solutions [4] generated using random
PDRs, which we respectively denote RNDactive and RNDnondelay. We denote our base-
line random semi-active solutions by RNDsemiactive. Finally, we examined Taillard’s
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Figure 7: Predicted cost required by TSTaillard to locate an optimal solution, given an
initial solution that is distance i from the nearest optimal solution, for a 6 × 6 (left
figure) and a 10 × 10 (right figure) random JSP.

Table 1: The differences in both the mean distance to the nearest optimal solution
(dlopt-opt) and search cost (Q2) for various initialization methods, measured relative to
random semi-active solutions (RNDsemiactive).

Initialization Method
FCFS LRM MWKR SPT RNDsemiactive

dlopt-opt
58.49 97.41 97.94 64.97 70.92

Significance of Mean Difference in dlopt-opt relative to RNDsemiactive
p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p = 0.1256 p = 1.0

Percent Mean Difference in cQ2 relative to RNDsemiactive
1.76 2.32 2.94 1.55 0.0

Significance of Mean Difference in log
10

(cQ2) relative to RNDsemiactive
p = 0.0594 p = 0.0836 p = 0.0727 p = 0.0769 p = 1.0

Initialization Method
LEXICO RNDactive RNDnondelay WW RNDsemiactive

dlopt-opt
49.25 64.68 58.55 53.10 70.92

Significance of Mean Difference in dlopt-opt relative to RNDsemiactive
p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p < 0.0001 p = 1.0

Percent Mean Difference in cQ2 relative to RNDsemiactive
1.44 1.07 0.06 -2.79 0.0

Significance of Mean Difference in log
10

(cQ2) relative to RNDsemiactive
p = 0.5129 p = 0.5730 p = 0.5555 p = 0.3090 p = 1.0

original lexicographic solution method, denoted LEXICO, and the insertion procedure
introduced by Werner and Winkler [14], which we denote WW; the latter is one of the
best constructive heuristics available for the random JSP [6]. As with RNDsemiactive, we
post-process the resulting solutions by applying steepest-descent under the N1 opera-
tor to generate a local optimum.
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For each initialization method, we computed dlopt-opt (by substituting the optima
generated by a particular initialization method for random local optima) for the forty-
two 10 × 10 instances with ≤ 100,000 optimal solutions. With the exception of
LEXICO, all of the methods we consider are stochastic. Consequently, we define
dlopt-opt as the mean distance between 5,000 random solutions and the nearest opti-
mal solution. We show the resulting dlopt-opt for each initialization method in Table 1.
We also provide the p-values for the statistical significance of the mean difference
in dlopt-opt between the various methods and RNDsemiactive, which we obtained using a
Wilcoxon signed rank test. With the exception of SPT, we observe significant differ-
ences in dlopt-opt between our baseline method (RNDsemiactive) and the other initialization
methods. Initially, this data appears to suggest that it may be possible to improve the
performance of TSTaillard using initialization methods with low dlopt-opt. However, the
lowest absolute values of dlopt-opt (obtained using the LEXICO and WW methods) are
still large. For our 10 × 10 instances, our Markov model predicts that these solutions
are typically too far from the nearest optimal solution to have any impact on search
cost (e.g., see the right side of Figure 7).

To test this hypothesis, we computed cQ2 under each initialization method (using
1,000 independent trials of TSTaillard) for each of the forty-two 10 × 10 instances with
≤ 100,000 optimal solutions. We then computed the percent difference in cQ2 for each
method relative to our baseline initialization method RNDsemiactive; the results are shown
in Table 1. We observe a worst-case deviation of less than 3%, and the best improve-
ment (obtained under WW) is only 2.70%. Further, all observed discrepancies can be
attributed to sampling error in the estimates of cQ2, and in no case was the difference in
search cost statistically significant (we provide the p-values resulting from a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test in Table 1). The data clearly support the hypothesis predicted by our
dynamic model: for difficult problems, the choice of initialization method has no sig-
nificant impact on the performance of TSTaillard.

The results presented in this section concern the impact of initialization method on
the cost required by TSTaillard to locate optimal solutions to difficult problem instances.
Although beyond the scope of this paper, our Markov model also predicts that initial-
ization methods can significantly impact the cost of locating both optimal solutions to
easy or moderate problem instances and good sub-optimal solutions to a wide range of
problem instances. We have confirmed these predictions experimentally [12]. Finally,
we note that our model says nothing about the impact of initialization method on the
performance of tabu search algorithms that employ re-intensification, such as Nowicki
and Smutnicki’s algorithm [8]; we are currently investigating this issue.

6 Implications and Conclusions

Our results provide a significant first step toward understanding the dynamics under-
lying tabu search. We have introduced a dynamic Markov model of Taillard’s tabu
search algorithm for the JSP. Despite its simplicity, this model accounts for nearly
all of the variability in cost required to locate optimal solutions to both small and large
random JSPs. The model indicates that Taillard’s algorithm can be viewed as a straight-
forward one-dimensional random walk, with a bias toward solutions that are roughly
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equi-distant from the nearest optimal solution and solutions that are maximally distant
from the nearest optimal solution. In contrast to static cost models of problem diffi-
culty, which are based on fitness landscape features, the dynamic model is scalable and
provides direct insight into the dynamics of the search process. We also identified a link
between static and dynamic models of problem difficulty, providing a hitherto lacking
explanation for the success of static models. Finally, we used our dynamic model to
gain some insight into the conditions under which different initialization methods can
be expected to improve performance.

Our research also has implications for the design of meta-heuristics. Problem dif-
ficulty is dictated by both the size of the local optima sub-space and the strength of the
bias toward solutions that are roughly equi-distant from the nearest optimal solution
and solutions that are maximally distant from the nearest optimal solution. Given a
fixed representation, move operator, and cost function, problem difficulty can be re-
duced by reducing the strength of this bias. In the limit, when the probabilities of
moving both closer to and farther from the nearest optimal solution are 0.5, search cost
is known to be polynomial. We conjecture that the most effective meta-heuristics are
those that minimize this bias.

Although beyond the scope of the present paper, we have also extended the dynamic
model along a number of dimensions [12]. First, we have demonstrated that estimation
of neighboring solution makespans, as occurs in Taillard’s original algorithm, has no
impact on the form or accuracy of the dynamic model. Second, the dynamic model
is extensible, in terms of accuracy and to a lesser extent qualitative form, to a variant
of Nowicki and Smutnicki’s TSAB algorithm [8] that does not perform elite solution
recovery (i.e., reintensification); we are currently analyzing the impact of elite solution
recovery on the dynamic model. Third, the dynamic model also accounts for nearly
all of the variability in problem difficulty for more structured JSPs, i.e., those with
workflow and flowshop partitions. We have also shown that the qualitative form of the
transition probabilities induced by Taillard’s algorithm is in fact predictable from the
structure of the underlying representation, i.e., the binary hypercube. Another open
question regarding our research is generalization: Do similar results hold for when
modeling tabu search algorithms for other NP -hard problems? Here, preliminary ev-
idence indicates that similar models can be constructed for tabu search algorithms for
the Quadratic Assignment and Permutation Flow-Shop Problems.
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